
  

 

 

A Sovereign Pursuit by Mya A Chavis 
 

New Science Fiction Novel Has a Heroic Pursuit  

to Rescue Young Female Martians from Sex Trafficking 
 

Available on April 14, 2023 
  

NEW YORK – December 27, 2022 – “A Sovereign Pursuit: Stolen Justice Redeemed,” an intense urban love 

story and science fiction adventure that explores a heroic pursuit to rescue young female Martians from sex 

trafficking and modern-day exploitation of Mars, is being published on February 14. 

 

The self-published novel by Mya A. Chavis is about a Martian/extraterrestrial living in a nation called Plaxar, 

which is essentially the planet Mars. The main character Roscoe is an orphan with a stuttering condition who had a 

horrible childhood. He has since found love and family and is happily married with two kids. 

 

He is called to a destiny he is not ready for and feels in no way qualified for by the Ruler and Arbitrator of Plaxar, 

LeZuesez. When LeZuesez drafts him into a civil war breaking out on Plaxar, Roscoe is faced with the life-altering 

decision to choose between his family or stepping up to the plate to save his embattled planet from ruin and 

destruction. 

 

When summoned before LeZuesez throne, all the injustice, crime, chaos, dysfunction, addiction, racism, 

corruption, sex trafficking and inequality are revealed to Roscoe. In addition, his arch enemy, Alonso Gomez, is 

manufacturing enough deadly poison in his crime lab to kill every inhabitant of Plaxar in order to promote his 

wicked rise to power. 

 

As hard as the decision is to leave his family, he makes the crucial decision to save the planet. He recruits a team 

to help him fight in the civil war against evil. Though not easy, they win. As the team returns home to celebrate 

victory, Roscoe steps on a land mine and his leg is blown to smithereens. He almost dies and is put on life support. 

 

When a group of government officials hears about the success of him and his team, they reveal they have the 

technology and resources to rebuild his leg. Once Roscoe is rehabilitated, they return home to Plaxar and receive 

the key to the planet. Plaxar is saved from utter destruction. The only problem with territories is there is always 

somebody rising up to take over. 

 

The book was written, Chavis said, “with the intended purpose to inspire the slums, the hood and disenfranchised 

communities all over this hemisphere. It was written to encourage hope, love, perseverance and an unyielding 

determination to keep pushing ahead, even when it looks like all odds are against you. Roscoe was an average 

Martian, an unqualified carpenter with a stuttering condition, but when LeZuesez drafted him to a war that would 

save his planet, he qualified him, due to his humility and willingness to step up to the plate and do what is needed 

to be done for the sake of all humanity.”  

 

“A Sovereign Pursuit” will be available for purchase on April 14 at 

Amazon,   Barnes & Noble and Myachavis.com 
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A Sovereign Pursuit a 

novel by Mya A Chavis is 

a passionately intense 

urban love story 

intertwined with an 

action-pack sci-fi 

adventure that 

energetically explores a 

heroic pursuit to rescue 

young female Martians 

from sex trafficking and 

modern-day exploitation, 

drug cartels and 

addiction while saving 

his planet from the 

criminal terrorist 

enterprise who seek to 

destroy it. 

 

A Sovereign Pursuit,” 

to shed light on a 

“growing global sex 

trafficking epidemic” 

being ignored on Earth 

as well as on Mars”. 

 

“You may find that 

making a difference for 

others makes the 

biggest difference in 

you.” 

— Brian Williams 
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